EXPERIMENTAL WINING & DINING
exciting & gastronomical experience

Create an exciting and unforgettable ...
BRING SPACES ALIVE

LIVING SURFACES
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answer for guest experience restaurants,
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state-of-the-art motion capture tech-

other display technology for floors, tables

nology to turn any space into a virtual

and walls. living surface is developed by
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experience of fun and interaction.
It creates a completely immersive environment, and uniquely inspiring experiences.

... gastronomic experience for your guests

Content Creation
& Graphic Design

BENEFITS

FEATURES

Use our standard content portfolio to add decorative effects, produce

Stunning, touch sensitive, interactive,

Create a Unique and everlasting brand guest

natural ambiences or reinforce a brand identity. Or customise the content

dynamic effects

experience

Easy to use software platform

Excite your guest with interactive surfaces that

to create your own personal look and feel.There are endless ways to
play with colour, movement and light

become platforms for social interaction

Each effect is completely configurable, we can insert your own backgrounds, logos, videos, sounds, settings etc. very easily using built in

Change your environment instantly by changing

configuration dialogues that are extremely easy to use. This enables

sceneries, visuals or effects

Create a unique talking point environment

customers to create an unlimited number of unique effects as well as
having an unlimited amount of different

where guest recommend your venue
Over 50 special effects and visuals bundled

3d graphics.

Increase guest brand loyalty

Nevertheless, our design team is able to create and design the most
complicated objects. We will present them so real that guest will be

Supports object and gesture
recognition

surprised and immersed. Use our knowledge & skills to express your
dreams and ideas into reality and add more branded guest experiences

Yearly Support

into your venue!

& Maintenance

Experience the Magic for Yourself!

watch video
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Living surface is an innovative experience
that turns the observer into a participant

Stimulate all the five senses during wining & dining

Explore the possibilities for your project!
Discover what Privium Solutions can do for you.

CONTACT US

Zuidplein 36

+31 6 4136 7320

1077 XV Amsterdam

info@priviumsolutions.com

The Netherlands

www.priviumsolutions.com

